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Abstract
Our extensions to multidimensional lightcuts improve rendering
performanceusingprecomputationandhierarchialapproaches. The
ﬁrst approach precomputes static illumination of static geome-
try, but defers the remaining light path computations until render
time. Once the dynamic content of a scene is known, the re-
maining light paths are resolved and a ﬁnal image is computed.
The impact of precomputation impacts performance in a view
and scene-dependent manner. We also explore a hierarchial ap-
proach that computes coarse regional approximations for lighting,
thenprogressivelyreﬁnestheseapproximationstoanerror-bounded
threshold as necessary. Performance improvements for this hybrid
method depend on the realization of fast visibility-testing, either
through the use of hardware shadow mapping or packetized ray
tracers.
1 Introduction
Lightcuts[Walter et al. 2005] and Multidimensional Light-
cuts[Walter et al. 2006] render highly realistic scenes under com-
plex lighting with guaranteed error bounds at speeds orders of mag-
nitude faster than other algorithms of comparable quality. However,
even when running in parallel on several machines, the lightcuts al-
gorithms are far from interactive. With the goal of deploying Mul-
tidimensional Lighcuts (MDLC) as the ﬁnal renderer in an inter-
active scene design and preview tool, we discuss two modiﬁcations
intended to accelerate MDLC and allow it to render complex scenes
in a few seconds.
The ﬁrst method, which we call precomputed lightcuts, leverages
precomputation to account for all ﬁxed geometry, materials, and
lighting for a ﬁxed viewpoint of a semi-dynamic scene. A semi-
dynamic scene consists of mostly-ﬁxed geometry, as well as ”sock-
ets” - axis-aligned boxes whose content can be dynamic. These
sockets are treated as black boxes during precomputation. Prior
to rendering the scene, the contents of these boxes can be ﬁlled
with arbitrary geometry and materials. At render time, the pre-
computed data provides illumination information where possible,
and otherwise illumination is computed on the ﬂy. The perfor-
mance improvement from this precomputation is highly scene- and
viewpoint-dependent, but for representative scenes, a three-fold ac-
celeration is typical for full scene rendering. Further incremental
changes - such as material updates - could be faster.
The second variant, which we call hybrid lightcuts, takes advan-
tage of coherence by calculating coarse lighting for large regions
of the image, then uses this regional information as a starting point
to compute accurate, per-pixel illumination. The primary cost of
this algorithm is visibility testing between the relatively small set
of regional lights and each gather point in the ﬁnal image. While
our current implmentation offers little or no speedup, the results in-
dicate a coherent occlusion testing method such as shadow maps or
packet tracing would realize signiﬁcant speedup without the need
for precomputation.
2 Related Work
Ofﬂine Rendering: The most general solution to realistic im-
age synthesis is Monte Carlo path tracing to solve the rendering
equation [Kajiya 1986]. However, path tracing is slow, and gen-
erally very noisy. Enhancements that improve both performance
and reduce noise include bi-directional path tracing [Lafortune
and Willems 1993] and Metropolis [Veach and Guibas 1997], as
well as a variety of importance sampling techniques to improve
convergence, including [Lawrence et al. 2004][Lawrence et al.
2005][Clarberg et al. 2005][Burke et al. 2005][Talbot et al. 2005].
Photon mapping [Jensen 1996] can calculate indirect illumination
both faster and with less noise than path tracing. It is general
enough to handle caustics, participating media [Jensen and Chris-
tensen 1998], motion blur [Cammarano and Jensen 2002] and many
other important effects. Photon mapping is often accelerated with
irradiance caching [Ward et al. 1988].
Interactive Rendering: Instant Radiosity [Keller 1997] shoots par-
ticles from light sources and converts hits into indirect lights, which
can then be rendered on graphics hardware as virtual point lights
with cosine emission. Precomputed radiance transfer [Sloan et al.
2002][Ng et al. 2004] allows interactive previewing of static scenes
(generally from a ﬁxed viewpoint), but demands long precompu-
tation times. Radiosity-based techniques such as Hierarchical Ra-
diosity [Hanrahan et al. 1991] can compute ¨ baked¨ ıllumination in
the form of light maps or per-vertex data, albeit at a cost of sig-
niﬁcant precomputation. More recent advances, including [Bunnell
2005] and [Dachsbacher et al. 2007], calculate radiosity at inter-
active rates by replacing an explicit visibility calculation with an
iterative solution using negative light.
Many Lights Rendering: Lightcuts [Walter et al. 2005] converts
all illumination into point light sources, then clusters these lights
into a tree of lights. Each pixel is shaded by computing a cut across
the tree. Starting from a cut consisting of the root of the light tree,
thealgorithmproceedsbyrecursivelyremovingthemaximum-error
node from the working cut and adding its two children - this is
called reﬁnement. The algorithm halts when the cut’s maximum
error node is below some threshold.
Multidimensional lightcuts [Walter et al. 2006] further extends this
idea with the notion of a gather-tree; a per-pixel tree of gather
nodes. Cuts are now computed across light-gather pairs, and at any
step of reﬁnement, either a light or a gather cluster is reﬁned. This
allows for fast antialiasing, motion blur, and depth of ﬁeld.
Matrix row-column sampling [Hasan et al. 2007] formulates the
many-lights problem as a low rank matrix of gather-light interac-
tions, then computes a reduced matrix consisting of representative
lights chosen from the original matrix. These representative lights
are used to shade the entire scene. The algorithm runs in a few
seconds on the GPU. Tensor clustering [Hasan et al. 2008] can im-
prove coherence for animated scenes with moving cameras and de-
formable objects.3 Precomputed Lightcuts
Precomputed lightcuts augments multidimensional lightcuts with
precomputation to accelerate rendering time for semi-dynamic
scenes. Most geometry and material are assumed to be static, but
we allow regions of the scene called sockets to be tagged; no as-
sumption is made about the content of these regions, so their con-
tent can be fully dynamic. We represent a socket as an axis aligned
bounding box.
The sockets provide information about which parts of the scene
can change - and correspondingly, which regions are ﬁxed. There-
fore, we can precompute the lighting interactions between ﬁxed
scene elements, and defer computations that involve dynamic el-
ements. Since lightcuts and its variants are based on virtual point
lights (VPLs), computing illumination primarily involves shooting
particles to create VPLs, then computing visibility between these
VPLs and each gather point. In the case of particle shooting, VPLs
can be fully precomputed if a particle’s path involves only static
elements, but only be partially computed if it intersects a socket.
Likewise, visibility between static elements can be fully computed
if no sockets lie between them, but visibility is indeterminate if a
socket overlaps the path. Finally, no gather points can be computed
for the sockets themselves until their content is instanced at render
time. Performance is highly dependent on how much of the scene is
static; if the probability of a random ray intersecting a socket is low,
then most of its interactions can be precomputed and performance
savings are impressive. Additionally, since gather points cannot be
generated until a socket’s content is instanced, performance also
depends on camera viewpoint and the proportion of screen space
occupied by sockets.
Therefore, in order for precomputation to improve performance,
two conditions must be fulﬁlled:
1. The scene volume occupied by the dynamic regions is small
relative to the rest of the scene
2. The screen-space projection of the dynamic regions is small
relative to the screen space projection of the rest of the (static)
scene
Our algorithm fully precomputes particles and paths which only
interact with static elements, and partially computes particles and
paths which interact with dynamic sockets. At render time, these
dynamic paths are fully resolved, and a ﬁnal image is computed.
This proceeds in three stages of precomputation and four stages of
rendering.
Precomputation begins with a particle trace; intersections with
static geometry are converted into VPLs, and particles which in-
tersect sockets are cached to disk (ﬁgure 1(a)). Next, we construct
a light tree over the static VPLs and direct lighting (ﬁgure 1(b)).
Finally, for each pixel that projects on to static geometry, we reﬁne
a light cut over the static light tree (ﬁgure 1(c)). Where possible,
we resolve the visibility between light and gather points.
At render time, we continue propagating particles which intersected
sockets during the ﬁrst stage of precomputation to generate a tree
of dynamic VPLs (ﬁgure 1(d)). We resolve visibility tests in cuts
through the static light tree that could not befully resolved during
precomputation (ﬁgure 1(e)). Next, we reﬁne the static cuts against
the tree of dynamic VPLs in order to account for illumination that
passes through or bouces off a socket or its content (ﬁgure 1(f)).
Finally, we construct a cut for pixels that project onto sockets over
both the static and dynamic light trees (ﬁgure 1(g)).
Precomputation
(a) Cache particles that intersect sockets to disk
(b) Construct light tree from static lights and save to disk
(c) Reﬁne cut for static pixels over static lights and save to disk
Render-Time
(d) Propagate cached particles through scene
(e) Resolve ambiguous visibility for static cuts
(f) Reﬁne static pixels against dynamic lights to compute ﬁnal shading
(g) Construct cut for dynamic socket pixels across both static and dynamic
light trees
Figure 1: Algorithmic Stages of Precompued MDLC3.1 Static Caching
Lightcuts is incremental in that given a list of lights for pixel shad-
ing, it is easy to add additional lights and reshade the pixel, and it is
conservative in that adding more lights will only ever increase the
accuracy of the rendered solution. This leads directly to our ﬁrst
improvement - namely, we can precompute cuts for every pixel that
projects on to a static surface, then compress these cuts and save
them to disk, knowing that additional lights or reﬁnement can only
improve accuracy.
Reﬁning a node on a light cut requires testing visibility between
the node’s representative light and the gather point to which the cut
belongs. If the path between the light and the gather point does not
intersect a socket, visibility can be resolved statically. However, if
this path passes through a socket, the visibility is unknown - the
socket may be instanced with geometry that occludes this path, or
it may not. In cases where visibility is unknown (ie, a visibility
ray intersects a socket), we record this fact and recheck visibility
at render time to determine whether to include the light in shading.
Once we have resolved a cut as much as precomputation allows,
it is compressed to a color value (summed from leaf node contri-
butions), plus a list of nodes each with a 32-bit light index and an
additional 32-bits to store a gather index (anti-aliasing dependent),
a representative index, and a two-bit visibility ﬂag (visible, not vis-
ible, or unknown). Cut size determines the length of this node list.
The light tree is also saved to disk (using Java’s serialization mech-
anism). At render time, if a pixel has a cached cut, we reconstruct
the cut, resolve unknown visibility, and compute a pixel value. Oth-
erwise, regular MDLC takes over and reﬁnes a cut from scratch.
The savings from this stage of precomputation depends highly on
the degree to which our ﬁrst assumption holds. If most of the image
consists of dynamic regions, then very few pixels have cached cuts.
If the image has no dynamic regions at all, the entire image will be
precomputed, and rendering involves just pixel value computation.
3.2 Particle Tracing
During precomputation, we perform a particle trace to create indi-
rect lights. Particles trace through the scene normally until termi-
nated by Russian roulette or intersection with a socket. In the case
of socket intersection, we save the particle’s state (position, direc-
tion, color, and termination probability) to disk. At render time,
once the content of the socket is known, we can restart these cached
particles and ﬁnish their trace through the scene. We then construct
a separate light tree over these cached particles.
3.3 Dynamic Renement
The indirect sources generated by the render-time particle trace can
affect any pixel in the scene, so every cut must be further reﬁned to
include these additional particles. Fortunately, lightcuts can limit
reﬁnement when provided with a base luminance value to thresh-
old minimum pixel intensity; reﬁnement halts when the algorithm
detects further reﬁnement will not yield perceptually meaningful
changes. Thus, we compute an initial, minimal pixel color based
on the precomputed cut (if it exists), or construct the cut and com-
pute a pixel value (if it does not exist). In either case, we use this
pixel value as a base radiance value and further reﬁne the precom-
puted cut to account for the dynamic lighting introduced by the
render-time particle trace.
3.4 Results
In order to test the performance of precomputed lightcuts, we ren-
dered two scenes using both multidimensional lightcuts (MDLC)
Scene Precomputed MDLC MDLC
Regional Cut Local Cut
Time Memory
Cornell Box 13.8 sec. 315 MB 18.3 sec. 8.5 sec.
Kitchen 97.5 sec. 1.6 GB 26.0 sec. 94.6 sec.
Table 1: Each scene was rendered at 512 x 512 with 20,000 indirect
lights
Precomputation 125 sec.
Cut reconstruction 7.3 sec.
Socket pixel reﬁnement 14.6 sec.
Dynamic light reﬁnement 8 sec.
Total (not including precomputation) 29.9 sec.
Table 2: Breakdown of rendering time by stage for the kitchen
scene at 512 x 512 with 20,000 indirect lights
and precomputed multidimensional lightcuts with two sockets
(PMDLC). Each scene was rendered on an Intel Xeon 8-core CPU
at 2.8GHz per core, with 16 GB RAM and 8x threading. The
results are summarized in Table 1.
Performance is worse for the Cornell Box than for the kitchen be-
cause its large sockets comprise much of the image screen space.
Furthermore, the scene’s two sockets are placed directly underneath
the primary light, so a majority of the indirect particles intersect the
box and their propagation must be defered to render time. Increas-
ing the number of indirect particles substantially reduces render-
ing performance for precomputed lightcuts with sockets. Table 2
provides a breakdown of rendering time for the kitchen scene by
algorithmic phase.
In this instance, approximately half the rendering time is spent con-
structing cuts for pixels that project onto the scene’s sockets. The
remaining time is split roughly in half between reconstructing pre-
computed cuts (primarily resolving visibility) and computing cuts
in the dynamic light tree generated by propagating light particles
deposited on sockets during precomputation.
4 Hybrid Lightcuts
In its original formulation, matrix row-column sampling[Hasan
et al. 2007] starts from a matrix of sample-light pairs which is re-
(a) PMDLC Precom-
putation
(b) PMDLC Final (c) MDLC
Figure 2: Cornell Box rendered with Precomputed MDLC and
MDLC (sockets shown in black)(a) PMDLC Precom-
putation
(b) PMDLC Final (c) MDLC
Figure 3: Kitchen rendered with Precomputed MDLC and MDLC
(sockets shown in black)
duced to a representative, smaller matrix. The lights of this new
matrix are used to shade the image. But while matrix row-column
sampling is fast, it lacks the bounds on error that lightcuts pro-
vides. It is in this sense which hybrid lightcuts is, in fact, a hy-
brid; it attempts to unify the speed of matrix row-column sampling
with the quality guarantees of lightcuts. Reformulating matrix row-
column sampling in the terminology of lightcuts allows us to de-
scribe the reduced matrix as a single global cut in the light tree
used to shade each pixel. This natural correspondence suggests a
uniﬁed approach which coarsely appoximates lighting using row-
column sampling, then reﬁnes it to an error-bounded solution us-
ing lightcuts. Hybrid lightcuts proceeds in two phases. During the
ﬁrst phase, it divides the image space into several large regions and
computes a coarse regional cut for each. In the second phase, pixel
values are computed by starting from the regional cut,and reﬁnes
further as necessary using the framework of lightcuts.
4.1 Regional Cuts
The granularity of subdivision in the image space typically affects
both the number of regional cuts and the amount of per-pixel re-
ﬁnement required during the second phase. Generally speaking, a
ﬁner granularity of regional cuts require less reﬁnement on a per-
pixelbasis, butintroducesadditionallights. Inpractice, theregional
cut is computed on a reduced image; for example, assume we want
16 regional cuts (arranged as a 4 x 4 grid) for an image whose di-
mension are 512 x 512. Then, each region will be 128 x 128. To
compute these regional cuts, we simply render a 4 x 4 image and
save the 16 corresponding cuts.
While our measurements considered only uniform subdivision of
the image space, the image could be paritioned hierarchically, with
some or all regions being further subdivided into subregions. In this
case, the regional cut would provide a starting point for subregional
cut reﬁnement, then proceed recursively until the region was the
size of a single pixel.
4.2 Pixel Renement
In order to reﬁne a pixel, we start from the cut computed for its
regional cut. First, we must resolve visibility between the pixel’s
gather point and each light in the regional cut. We compute error
bounds and contributions for these nodes and insert them into a
heap ordered by maximum error. Finally, we resume reﬁnement
as in lightcuts; we remove the maximum-error node and replace
it with its two children recursively until the total error estimate is
below threshold.
A breakdown of performance for this phase is summarized in Table
4. Most of the algorithm’s runtime (roughly 80%) is spent testing
visibility between pixel gather points and the light nodes in the re-
gional cut. This operation could be accelerated by instead iterating
Figure 4: The actual cut size computed by Hybrid MDLC may be
largerthanthe(optimal)cutcomputedbyMDLC.Thisoccurswhen
the regional cut reﬁned regions of the light tree more than the spe-
ciﬁc pixel required
over each unique light across all regional cuts and testing visibility
between it and points in the scene. This would be a fast operation
given an implementation of coherenct visibility testing - speciﬁc
examples include shadow mapping or packet ray tracing. Given a
suitably efﬁcient implementation of such an operation, this domi-
nation portion of the rendering cost could be substantially reduced.
Because each pixel is reﬁned from the coarse regional cuts, the av-
erage cut size of a given pixel is expected to be larger than the cor-
responding pixel in lightcuts. Such a case can occur when a light
source is visible to the gather point used to compute the regional
cut but occluded from the local pixel. The cut then includes an
unnecesary light, and the cut size grows correspondingly. This is
demonstrated in 4; the regional cut fully reﬁnes the left side of the
tree, but the optimal cut computed by regular MDLC does not re-
ﬁne the left-most nodes. Therefore, the actual cut is larger than the
optimal cut. While this can only improve the accuracy of the solu-
tion, additional light computations increase the cost of computing
the cut, and the improved accuracy is below perceptual threshold.
The increase in cut size ranges from 20% (for 256 regional cuts) to
40% (for 4 regional cuts).
4.3 Results
In order to postulate accurate performance improvements based on
a fast coherent occlusion testing algorithm, we rendered two scenes
using multidimensional lightcuts (MDLC) and hybrid MDLC.
Each scene was rendered on an Intel Xeon 8-core CPU at 2.8GHz
per core, with 16 GB RAM and 8x threading. The results are
summarized in Table 3.
(a) HMDLC Regional
Cuts
(b) HMDLC Final (c) MDLC
Figure 5: Cornell Box rendered with Hybrid MDLC and MDLC
The dominant cost (about 80% of the total render time) is spent
reconstructing a regional cut for each pixel. This primarily con-
sists of testing visibility between the light and the pixel’s gather
point. Accelerating this operation with coherent visibility testing
has the potential to dramatically improve rendering performance.
Furthermore, visibility testing is also the primary cost of reﬁnemt.Scene Hybrid MDLC MDLC
Regional Cut Reconstruction Reﬁnement Total
Cornell Box 0.5 sec 6 sec. 2.2 sec 8.7 sec. 8.5 sec.
Kitchen 0.3 sec 73.4 sec. 23.5 sce. 97.2 sec 94.6 sec
Table 3: Each scene was rendered at 512 x 512 with 20,000 indirect lights
Subdivision Render Time Unique Lights Avg. Cut Size
Precomputation Render Total Regional Local
16 x 16 0.4 96.5 96.9 7559 767.7 926.6
8 x 8 0.3 104.0 104.3 5189 716.5 952.2
4 x 4 0.2 108.9 109.1 4171 888.9 1066.5
2 x 2 0.1 98.8 98.9 3292 823.0 1082.0
1 x 1 0.05 124.1 124.1 1048 1048.0 1309.0
Table 4: Kitchen scene rendered at 512 x 512 with 20,000 indirect lights. MDLC renders this scene in 94.6 sec.
(a) HMDLC Regional
Cuts
(b) HMDLC Final (c) MDLC
Figure 6: Kitchen rendered with Hybrid MDLC and MDLC
While reﬁnement visibility testing is not coherent, it may still be
optimized ray-tracing code. Finally, we consider several different
granularities of image subdivision; these are recorded in Table 4.
As we might expect, cut size increases with coarser regional reﬁne-
ment, but total unique lights used across all regional cuts decreases.
The number of unique lights is particularly important, as it deter-
mines the number of lights whose visibility must be tested during
pixel reﬁnement.
5 Future Work
In the implementation of precomputed lightcuts, we currently store
an entire cut for each pixel, but in some cases we could reduce
this to just a pixel color. While this would improve rendering per-
formance marginally, computing a pixel value from a cut is not a
dominant cost, and would signiﬁcantly reduce the storage needed
to retain the precomputed results.
In cases where geometry is ﬁxed but material can change, more
agressive precomputation may be possible. Because visibility is
ﬁxed, we could construct a single conservative cut that would suf-
ﬁceforbothahighlydiffuseandahighlyspecularmaterial. Though
such a conservative cut would be more expensive to calculate than a
minimal cut, the performance advantage of avoiding cut reﬁnement
should offset any such overhead.
Implementing a coherent occlusion testing algorithm for hybrid
lightcuts would provide tangible performance improvement num-
bers, and should be an immediate order of business. Determining
optimal regional subdivision, or subdividing hierarchically, could
tune the performance of this algorithm.
The code upon which these results were based was written in Java,
and proﬁled to address bottlenecks, but more careful tuning could
likely reap signiﬁcant performance gains.
6 Conclusion
We have presented two variants of lightcuts and MDLC which im-
prove rendering performance without sacriﬁcing quality. The ﬁrst
achieves its speedup by precomputing illumination for static scene
elements completely, and resolves the remainder of the illumination
once dynamic elements have been instanced. The second approach
is a hybrid between lightcuts and matrix row-column sampling.
Given fast shadow mapping hardware or packetized ray tracing, it
promises dramatic speedup without a need for precomputation.
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